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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Avalon Precision Metalsmiths, a world-class foundry, and Intrepid Automation, a 3D 
printing technology and downstream automation company, formed a partnership 
through a chance meeting through the ICI. This partnership was to fulfill a request from 
the ICI to deliver the 2020 World Investment Casting Conference souvenir the 
organization had planned to giveaway. The initial design for the souvenir was supplied 
by the ICI through a contest they had previously conducted. Intrepid Automation quoted 
the project and was accepted by the ICI. Intrepid began to work with Avalon Precision 
Metalsmiths as the foundry of choice due to their capabilities, quality, price, and 
common relationships.  

The first task was to make the initial design manufacturable. Intrepid VP of R&D spent 
time up front working the design to not change the idea or flavor of the design yet make 
it such that it could be investment casted in a quality fashion. Avalon and Intrepid 
passed the design back-and-forth until both the design and manufacturability were 
capable to produce a high-quality part. Avalon was creative in the treeing of the parts for 
a maximum number to keep the costs down. 

Prior to the design being locked down, Intrepid had passed Avalon 3D printed samples 
in an Intrepid proprietary resin (e.g. not wax) to test the casting process. Avalon had 1st 
pass success on the initial samples which told us Avalon had no issues using the 
Intrepid 3D printed resin patterns in their process. We discovered additional design 
issues with the lettering being raised too high. This caused initial castings to have voids 
within the lettering and not the quality we were trying to achieve. A redesign to lower the 
lettering greatly improved the quality of the lettering and we were on our way. 

Once the design was locked down and the Avalon and Intrepid teams were happy with 
the quality, a schedule was developed to deliver 3D printed patterns from Intrepid to 
Avalon for casting. From January to April the two companies completed the order of 
1000 pieces.  

Through this unique collaboration project between Avalon Precision Metalsmiths and 
Intrepid Automation, they were able to deliver a ICI manufacturable design with 
challenging casting features which included the complex design, thicker to thin wall 
sections and small slots making it more difficult to process through the ceramic dipping 
process. This project has demonstrated a collaboration of two ICI member companies 
exercising their unique expertise. Avalon and Intrepid have continued their relationship 
into other projects which benefit both companies. 

 

 




